
 
 

                            
CASA GENERALIZIA CARMELITANI SCALZI 

CORSO D’ITALIA, 38 - 00198 ROMA 

Rome, August 10th 2022 

Ratio Institutionis Update 
 
Dear Fathers and Brothers 
 
Greetings of Peace!  

At the General Chapter of 2021, initial and ongoing formation emerged as urgent 
priorities for the present sexennium. As the Chapter’s concluding document noted, formation 
(intellectual, human, and spiritual) must accompany our whole lives if we are to grow as we 
journey with one another and with the Lord (Let us Walk Together, nos. 11-16). 

You may recall that our present Ratio Institutionis was approved by the General Definitory 
in 1991 and presented to the whole Order in 1992.   But our world has changed dramatically over 
the past 30 years. Moreover, the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and Societies of 
Apostolic Life (CICLSAL) as well as various papal documents and apostolic letters have offered 
new reflections on consecrated life, and they have stressed the importance of both initial and 
ongoing formation as the primary means of the renewal of consecrated life as we face new 
challenges. 

In light of all this, the revision of the Ratio Institutionis is a priority for the next six years. 
The revision of the Ratio Institutionis as early as possible is one of the important responsibilities 
entrusted to the General Definitory by the 2021 General Chapter (Det. 2; Acta Ord. Anno 66; 2021 
Pag. 144), in order to renew our philosophy and theology of formation and synchronize it with 
the signs of the times and the teachings of the church. Therefore, the General Definitory has 
constituted an international body to take up the work of revision.  This committee, under the 
guidance of the definitors in charge of initial formation fr. Jean Baptiste Pagabeleguem and fr. 
Martín Martínez and coordinated by Fr. Daniel Chowning, has begun its work.  

As a first step, in order to include as many members and circumscriptions as possible in 
this process, the commission has prepared three sets of questions: 1) to formators; 2) to formees; 
and 3) to circumscriptions in general. The objective of these three questionnaires is to hear your 
evaluation of the existing Ratio, to know your aspirations, and to listen to your innovative 
suggestions. 

Thus, the first set of questions is directed to the formators and can be answered 
individually or as a group. The second set is for the formees, and they can respond according to 
whatever method they deem most fruitful. The third set of questions is addressed to the 
circumscriptions in general, and can be answered by the councils or superiors or plenary councils. 
In the end, we request that the councilors in charge of formation collect the feedback of all these 
three levels and send them to the commission, by the end of October 2022. 

- In English to: Fr. Johanes Gorantla; johannesocd@gmail.com 
- In Spanish to:  Fr. Martín Martínez; def.martinez@ocdcuria.org 
- In French to: Fr. Jean Baptist; def.pagabeleguem@ocdcuria.org; 
- In Italian to: Fr. Juan Miguel Henriquez, jmiguelocd@gmail.com 
Please know that the final product will certainly depend on your active participation in 

this process. The commission welcomes your feedback, based on your experience of the past and 
your suggestions for a better future. Inviting your active collaboration and thanking you in 
advance for the same, I am  

fr. Miguel Márquez Calle 
Fr. General OCD 
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